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Abstract-

Researdreers ._±=vestudiedIsath competence lemels and competence motiva
.

tion in ;chiIrren. Camprr--nr.e motivation is usually assessed in terms

af childiren spontaneous =references for optimal cognitive Challenge;

but actual somntaneaus..preferences in free play have seldom been used

to assess madvation. In .act, competence level and Campetencemotiva-

tion are insmparabje since motivation; as it relates to spontaneons

preferences; must be:astessed-by comparison with measures of skill

_

(competence) level. -Several studies. were reviewed. that demonstrated

how skill levels and free-lay preferences could be adequately compared.

Results showed that as- age increased preschool children showed more

preferences for tasks at lower levels than their highest possible skill

-

levels. Reasons for the developmertal shift in preferences are

cussed in terms of different views of play and competence.. !Caution is

needed in assuming tharchildren's competence motivation is reflected

in a spontaneous preference for optimal cognitive challenge.
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Competence Motivation and Children:s Free-Play Preferences

Children, as they deveiop,'can be expeCtedato gain mOre and more

2

competence in predicting, tontrollihgi and using their-environment.

They will, for ...xampleideVelap and use an understanding 6f means-

end ielations, social-role expectations, and the Ahrzatedehts of vari-

ous emotions. In. investigating such development, some researchers

have assessed children's competence in terms of the skills involved

and consequently the skill level readied (see )cher, in press;

Goldberg; 1977; Harter, in press). In another vein, researchers have

been more concerned with the motivational aspects of the development .

of competence. (see Goldberg, 1977; Harter, 1974, 1975, 1978a; Hunt; 1965;

White, 1959, 1960);, In the" first instance,.a-competent child is thought

to be one who demonstrates-Same-Specific skill or a general pattern of

skills that are at a level expected for the child's developmentaI_period.
_ -

In the second instance, a competent child is thought to be-one who shows

i_______ntrinsic motivation to gain competence., The firSt purpose of this paper

is to argue that these two aspects - -the skill level reached and.the.moti-:

vatinl for developing competence--are inseparable; An assessment of

skillilevel is necessary to determine level of motivation.

In assessing.children's competence motivation, most investigator!

have used White's (1959) theory of effectance motivation as a. model

(e.g.; see Harter's, 1978a, systematic refinement of the basic theory):

This approach to competence (or effectance) motivation has led to the

use of the construct of optimal cognitive challenge in partially

explaining the motivativmal process. A situatian of optima. cognitive
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t.Jimile=go can be defined as an acrivity-7r1=vbdimg =the. person

t;;.4,t m.kes the upx-inml demands or.rne nersmmls t-tuat- of Adating

and .integrating the new informa=on ins. =resent schemes

or skills_ Nevertheless, the npui- is not so d4loaa.v..--ng =at the person

to understand and master it _.= amore. nth- itimgrzh of time (see

.

E. -, 1.978a); When people are climmese they

od then thebSe tasks lighest level

Q.:: which they afe capable, that is X they zte h:7h.4--,mtivated to

fain competence. TaSltS that they ameore=mt y z.-7i-nwon-master or have

j'- -t recently mastered should be moss. ...ammamr4ate riding -the optimal

Level of challenge. A preference difficult" tasks

.71oUld increase the probability of -a3erson. .j._:.ding-pdtaturt in: the task

1974)-iS well is sucCessf677y proceing mi-iesmaximEmi-amount: of

in-afermaticin and thus gaining the most-comp ttence pow bie.

In White's (1959) original thecAL?, he,;:uggested that situations apt

tc, reflect such preferences and motion mere the in which external

62nstraintsi-goalsi and reinforce we *t a minimum...One such situa-

tiion was thought to be spontaneous: s`= /pig: Chilarmt- spend vast amounts

of time playing; They play at 1114 _.hints hapr,m, at language and

social interactions, and at prete2=ii Sigice they spend so much time and

effort playing, itiwouldseem that 2,must have some important functions

in children's development. White's e4;.atiatiOn 6.7:- the dotivation for compe-
.

tence seems to account for much of cni1==zn's free-play behavior; and're-

seaichers have assumed that through c!lay-:bildren seek optimal cognitive
.

challenges and thuS mastery of their flivitinments and emotions (e.g.,
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Ironer; 1972; 1973; Erikson, 1963; Millar, 196S). WoWever, a

serord purpose_w_f_chis paper is, to argue ;1:_;=_: cthldren's

preference's may ==w- necessarily indicate tile= actual leveL.F.. of compe-

tence motivation.

A major prob._ m with many studies of cr-zzetence MOV.1-.1==.1XM is

th.T:t it is so di cult to operational-y For examnle,,77Pi-

cally a child's ac_ility on several gnabits..L-7stiws (e.g., anagipmsm-.7._iS

scered, and zhen a child is =2.ess a preference lasilmae. of.

the tasks to determine if the child-me. 3 the most diff±cul:olne that

he or she was successful in completes ( s f;arier, 1974, 197E,_1978a,

1:413b). -En these studies-, Skill le: . assessed, at:, =Men prefer-

.P..nces are assessec.. Results indices: that. children tend to efer opti-

M11 1y difficult tast-zs in such situations; Seconclu-

slons abouI motivamion and preferen=x-i_fal-- challenge woulsl rile impossible

without an independent assessment.ekill level, but eiten4Icith such, an

assessment a defin..ition of high co. ce motivation is somewhat circu-,

Motivated children?.are tbose.whoprefer optimally difficult tasks,

but preference_for difficult tasks is virtually the sole d&fititg oti=
.

terion or compe=ence motivation. Additienal criterion-referenced validity

is needed.

Regarding the possible function of ffee play as proViding challengeS,

a more important problem in these studies is that the preferences are

measured-in .a limited, fdreed-ChOice situation. An investigator cannot

say tyat a child's preferences demonstrated any motivation or preference

for optimal challenge in situations where the child was. -truly free to

choose activities, n spontaneous free play.
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a dtff-Tment area mf research--studies of the development of play--
. ,

amothmr major problem exerts: _No determination of actual skill level is

available by which to assess preferences (e.g., Garvey, 1979; Nicolich,

1977] Typically, children are observed in free-play situations only, and

the ----.%e2rchers most assume that What the child shows is the child is

capeer_of. In this ease, free-choice preferences are assessed but with-

out mxidepedentstomparisons of actual competence in terms-of the highest

skill levels avaiIable.to the child7

La both the studies of-competence-motiyatiom and the studies of

free ?lay, information is lacking tilt* would allow the investigators to

actually determine if children do indeed prefer optimal cognitive chat -'

lenges in free play. Admittedly, such illf0tmatiowcould cbiittibdte greatly

to an Understanding of a theory of competence motivation, but in any case-

the-maradigm, based as it is on assessing optimal cognitive challenge,

may lead only to a dead end, as I will attempt to illustrate.

Assessment of Skill Levels and Free-Play Preferences
- -

To avoid loose or circular definitions.of a child's optimal challenge;

investigators should first seek. an independent assessment-of the child's

skill'or competence level and then observe th-. child's subsequent, spca-

taneous, non-forcid preferences in a free-play situation. One-possible .

technique that we have recently used is, to require children to demonstrate

some behavior at each step of a predicted developmental sequence in some

Skill domain and tfien.score the behay.iors as pass or fail far each step in

the...sequence (Watson &-Fischer, 1977, in press); The tasks used for each

-step are similar to each other ,except for some controlled aspect of com.
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plexity or difficulty that'is systematically. across the Sequence.
.

(seTabl!

To facilitate children's demonstrations or t...==21, task, an adult

model first demonstrates the pretending task mr. try for-each.trq.-

After the demonstration of each. step, the mode mites the.child to

demonstrate through imitative pretending his mx-aler own task or story.

Previous research has shown that children, in :71rttending, do not blindly

Mimic a model's behaviors but selectively imirzte only thoSe aspects

that they under-stand, those behavidtS that thelrcen assimilate (Gottlieb,

1973; Harnick, 197i;-it4ctall, FarkQ, & Kavanawsh, 1977; Watson & Fischer,

1977, in press). In additionchildren use smith modeling as a cue to

perform behaviors beyond :hose specifically demonstrated. This method

of_modeling and imitation does not provide assessments of children's free

play, but it, nevertheIesS, provides assessments of their skillS and

understanding. In fact, in one domain==that of language acquisition--

imitation may fall behind spontaneous production, depending on the taske.

difficulty (see Bloom Lighbown, & Hood, 1975; gloom, kocissano, & Hood,

1976)- The-main point is that imitation is not necessarily.ahead of_or

behind spontaneous production or comprehension. It is simply another

task requiring understanding.

With access to these independent assessments of each-step in a pre-
.

dicted sequence, we rhen use salogram analysis for cross - sectional data

to verify. the order of the steps in the sequence (Green, 1956;.Fischer,

Note'l). If we find that the steps are truly sequential( we then have a

measure of each child's highest level i> the sequence since each child

performs on-each task (either pass or-fail).
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In-order to subsequently assess preferences in free play, we hav'e

chosen tasks that.- seem to be of interest to normal preschoolers. The

tasks chosen involve'rep:esentational and-role-play skills. Of course,

any one sequence can be used to assess skill level only in the context of

the specific tasksje.g.,role playing using doctor, patient,. and nurse

dolls allows assessment of skill level-in.only one area of rold=dikitept

development). Obviously, a-child's skill leuel in one domain and under

one set of circumstances cannot be generalized-automatically to-other do=

mains, but no study haSpbeen able to support such generalizations for

-skill levels or motivational levels in children. Neieitheless_ such se-

quences make possible some valid assessment of skill levels.

-Subsequent to the.ASSeSSment of.skill levels, we observe the children

ir,free play and assess which steps from the previous sequence they spon-
'

taneously demonstrate. In this phase they are given no reinforcemexrt or

suggestions as to what to perform. In this manner we have berth a systematic-_

and independent assessment of their actual skill levels and an assessment

of their free=play preferences (if any) in the. same skill domain, If they

prefer-an optimal coghitive challenge, in that domain; they should choose to

perform in f;ee play the highest.stepsRthat theyhad previously diaaoritrated

in elicited-iMitative pretending.-

Thz Studies

In three dxperiments, related tatks were used-4Sdiscussed above to

assess children's preferences.

Experiment-1==The Developmenr.offtgentUse

. First; we assessed the representational.skills of 36 children, 14; 19,

and.24.months of 'age, is Utingagents.of action in early pretending (Wat=

son & Fischer, 1977). (Table 1 gives the combined sequence of all steps

9
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that we predicted in the thrtt ttudies. The first four steps were.

tested in Study 1.) At can be seen in Table 1, weyreditted that children's

use of agents-or sources of action in their
imitative -pretending would

.develop fr6E(1) uilng onIy-tharas an agent of action to (2) using

another agent (e.g., a doll) as a past'ive Yeapeint of action to*(3) sub-,.

stituting a nondescript object for an agent to (4) eventually using an-

'other agent as an active, independent initiator of actions.
. .

Insert Table 1 about here

As in all the studies, each child was tested individually, end the

order of steps modeled was counterbalanced. After Observing a model

demonstrate all steps in the sequence, each child was allowed-to play

freely. In this first study, we did not obtain an assessment of child=

ren's skill levels indtpendent of their free-play preferences, and this

deficiency reduces the strength of the results.

Under no pressure to imitate, 32 of 36 Children nevertheless fit

the sequence Perfectly and demonstrated that the sequence was scalable'

(Green's Index of Centittency = ;58:7. and age related. More importantly;

as .age increased; children omitted earlier steps while demonstrating in=

creasingly higher steps (Watson & Fitcher,-1977). These results indicated

that-very young children did indeed seem to prefer.challenging tasks when

they were allowed spontaneous preferences. Tht children could,.of course,

demonstrate a wide'range of behaviors betidet pretend play involving agent

use,"but-all but eight children picked up on the modeling cues and ex=

hibited pretend play with various agents. The children did not indiscrimi-
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nantly or_randomly imitate or ehOotetheir free -play activities but

9

seemed to prefer tasks at an optimal level qf mastery rather than easier

tasks. .

lk,

In a study by Harnick (1978)., xnfants from 14 to 28 months of age

were also few/id to disCriminantly imitate
sbehaviors on tasks -that eemed

to be of moderate difficulty rather tha -i being too easy or too diffi-

cuIt-for them. As age increased, the inftnts chose behaviors modeled

in increasfnglydifficult tasks. Although this- study -did not assess

true free play, it also lends support to the hypothesis that children pre=

fer tasks providing an optimal chcllenge, tasks at the level of their

highett mastery.

Experiment 2--T1e Development of Social=Role Concepts

In view of the results =w firtt study, we completed a second

study to test the develop.H -xpence of social role Understand-

ing that seemed to,be based et develOpiment.ef independent

agent use (Watson & Fischer; in press). The major hypethesis was that

preschool children in their elicited imitation would demonstrate a scal-
e,

able, developmental sequence and in free play would chootti demonstrate

only the highest steps that they k;Ire capable of .at already measured in
.

elicited imitation.

Steps 4 through 9, as shown in Table 1, were assessed in this ex-

periment. Step 4, active other agent, was the last' step of -the previous

Study. Before children can role ply, they must pOssess an understanding.

of agents who can be- independent fro6 themselves; Step_S, behavioral

role, is a compoynding of
.several behaviors which are associated to form

11
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a particular role or category of people.(e.g., a medical doctor does ---

certain things that are eventually recognized and associated with the

doctor role by young,children).

St ep so--Ci-arYdre--,reqtrit---n-ew---COnitinatrori of re-rating one role;

with its attendant behaviors, to another complementary role with its

attendant behaviors, so that one role,is determined by the expectations

and behaviors of the complement (see Deutsch & Krauss, 196S). The roles
,

'how become truly social. Step 7 is simply an expansion of the campremen-

tary relations begun in the previous step. Step 8,_ihtersprtion _ofSocial_

roles, is a new combination of two roles for the

respective complementary social roles of another

Tavuchis, 1976; Sigel, Saltz, & Roskind, 1967).

same agent related to the

agent (see Chatbers &

Now a person. can be in

two roles simultaneously fe.g:; father and doctor)and can coordinate the

expectations from the cOmplementary roles (c..g, daughter and patient).

Step 9 1s simply an expansion of the role intersections that were begun

in the previous step,

Of course an Understanding of roles develops beyond this sequence

and in other ways not - included here, but this sequence represents the

basic structural `changes in role relations that children mist deal with

to gain an idultlevel of competence in their real-a-world social rela-

tions. One would expect, then, children to include in theirpretend play.

some practice of these role relations in'order to gain mastery of therm.

In preliminary, naturalistic observations, we did observe play similar

to al' these steps.
.

- We assessed the skills of 68 children, not red in the previous
i

study, who weredivided into five age -groups. with mean ages of 11/2, 3,
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411, 6, -and 731 years: The modeling and imitation proCedure was used as

discussed previously-and was followed by -a period of free play- in which

.

the child was allowed to play at any activity with no constraints or re-
,

quests-from-the experimenter. Thus, in'this study we obtained independent

assessments of both skill levels and free-play preferences.

The six-step sequence (Steps A-9) was found to be highly scalable

-.(Index of Consistency = .89); and 65 of 68 children fit thesequence-par-

fectly.In addition; as age increased, there .was a significant increase_

,

in. highest step demonstrated. Also, age correlated .76 with-highest step

reached. To summarize, by 2 years of age most children could use agents

independently; by 3 years of age most children could use behavioral roles;

by 4 yearTsmany children could. use social roles; and by 6 years many chil-
.

dren could *use role intersections. Thus, we.hid a develOpmentally sequen-
,

tial series of stepito use as a basis for comparing subsequent free-play .

preferences (Watson & Fischer, in press).,

'.Based on the results of Experiment 1 and the assumptions.already dis--
. .

cutSed, we predicted that the children in free, play would-choose to per-

-form-the highest one-or two steps that they .had previO4sIy demonstrated.

e -

;andwould omit easier steps; This pattern was true for the younger ehil:_

dren who demonstrated Steps-.4'or 5,only. free plarthe.sequence was

not icalable:because ofthe many children who omd=ed easier steps)

However; at around 41/2 years of age and with the onset of -Step 6 (social
.

role), children began. dropping back in free-play preferences to easier

.tasks than their_highest. levels. There was no significantcdifference

tWeen-highest step shown ielicited:imitation and free play for chiI-

diren-411years and younger; but therewas:a significant .difference far

- .



6-year-olds (see Table 2):_

Insert Table .2 about here
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From these results a methodological question arises: Is the shift

in free-play preference patterns truly 7developmental or merely an. arti-

fact of the testing procedure? Perhapsthe highest steps were so atypi-a.

cal of normal play that no child would use them in free play. This ei-

planation does not seem valid because all steps, including step 6 (social

vle) where the shift to lower preferences began, were based on role=
.

playing behaviors typically observed in children. When Step 6, for ex-:

ample, .was not the highest step possible for a child but was an easier.

step, it was usually not omitted in free play as it was when it was the

highest step possible. In fact,,-each step was demonstrated by some chil-

dren in free play: 8dnply put, the level of steps that children preferred
. . .

increased with role- playing skills, but the preferences dropped precipi=

tOUSly_at Step:6. and thereafter did -not keep pace with assessed skill

levels;

At least one_ other -study-supports the finding of prefereiieii for

'Only moderate skill levels. Although Harter.gad originally postulated

a linear relation between tasks providing optimal challenge and provision

of _pleasure, as well as level.of'preference, for the child, she subse-

quently extended the linear model to a curvilinear
__

--iiosedifficult task; that a child could solve may not be.-Preferred be

cause o,the extensive ..fime and effort required -'for 'solving them (Harter,

19781). In a% study involving Anagram .problems, Harter (1978b) found a- .
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curvili:lear relationship between smiling and difficutry leVel. Althdzigh.

her study did not deal with free=play preferencet, it.4)rovides. support

for the findings concerning shifts in.roIe'-play preferenceS.

Experiment 1 T-The_develotiment of Agent Use and Role Concepts

Another statistical artifact may have invalidated the results:

Perhaps the younger children seemed to prefeL their highest skill levels

only because the task was a forced - choice task afterall. Since they had

So few steps mastered and available for their use, they had- relatively

fewer choices than-the older children who had mastered several more

steps-in the sequence; This situation ,would okeate-a.floor. effeCt that

would inhibit the younger children.from demonstrating lower preferences:'
_ _ _ _

.

Instead of asking why the deVelopmental'shift:OcurS, perhaps-one should.
. .

ask why=the younger: children dOetshow lower preferen&es as,..the_older-

children had-done; This line of reasoning necessitates a change from:
-e

the original assumptions about children preferring optimally difficult
. .

__tasks to children generally-not preferring optimal challenges.

a third ExPeriment; thelagent-_use sequence and the Tole- =playing

sequence were combined-and tested in children 11/2 to 4 years of age to

determine if any floor effects inhibited the younger children from -drop-
-

.

pihg bkain preferences. By. adding the steps of ageni-dse 'to the

higher steps of role play, we attempted. to give the younger children more

choices of steps below their- highest levels. .

. _

--En this experiment, Steps 1 through ;6 were tested (see,=-Table 1).

The same method of assessing skill 'level by modeling and eliciting imita-
.

,tive pretending of each step was used; and then.free-play preferences

were again observed. Subjects were 40 children not used in the previous
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studies. rule were an equal number in each of four age groups, with re-

spective amen ages of 11/4, 2, 3, and 4 years (Watson 6 Fischer, in press).

Again, the sequence was found to be highly scalable (Index of Con=

sistency = .87), and 38 of 40 children fit -the StqLence perfectly. As age

increase' ;_ thefe was a significant'increase.in highest step demonstrated

(Watson Fischer, in press).

In free play, the-sequence was not scalable because of the number,of.

children who. omitted easy. steps. Nevertheless; the correlation of high-
-

est-step demonstrated in elicited imitation and in free play was extreme=

ly high r(38)=.94, E-.001. The only drop in free=play preferences from

highest step was at Step-6,-the_last_step_assessedOnly-five-chibiren

- did hot play at their highest step in free Play, and four.of tbemhad

. -

Step 6 as their. highest step;

These results indicate that the shift in preference. starting at Step

6 (social role) was not due to a. floor effect. This study also replicates

and integrates the:sequences of the previous studies and shows thatieSS-

advanced children do indeed prefer-their highest levels while more ad-

vanced Children do not.

Although:these:studies arelimited-to*only.a feu aspectS: of a VaSt.,

range-of play-Lbehaviors and developmental domains, they provide an example
.

of liorThee-play preferences :'Can- be assessed. ine level of 'spon-

-taneous preferences in terms of optimal cognitive challenge is simply
. -

impassible withotit an independent assessment of a child's -skill level

.use as-a comparison. Otherwise, the conceptof optimal cognitive

.

chal-

- lenge becomes ..meaningless:- Becausean assessment of activity preferences
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is based on skill (or competence) level, competence motivat- ion in terms

of preferences is not separate from an assessment oftompetence level.

The two together should define competence 41 children.

-Another deficiency of past studiieS pf motivationhas-been the.lack

of assessment of preferences in free play, in which the choices are not

limited to few constrained tasks. Only with observation of spontan-
.

eons,.non-constrained behavior carOlhites-originartheory be further

tested and refined. . 7 \

Preference for Challenge and Compelence Motivation

Together these studies indicate that not all children demonstrate.

spontaneous preferences in free play for the highest skill levels.avail-
_

abre.in their repertoires. One explanation for thit lag in preferences
;

behind highest skill, levels is that older preschool children simply. do

not prefer tasks providing them with an optimal Cognitive!challenge,.

contrary to White's and others' suggestions. But this lag in preference

does, not:necessarily demonstrate a lack of competence motivation. There -

are several related- reasons why children may net prefer- optimally chal=

-lenging taski and nevertheless.be strongly motivated to develop competence.

Firsti with the continuing. development of repretentation.siills.in-

the late presChool years, -children seem- develop the ability to inter

coordinate two representations (e.1.,:the two :Dies coordinated in Step

-6-to:form social roles). This ability allows the child greater use of-

representation and-greater freedom,; the child has more degrees -of freedom

. in the choice of activities and content (see Fischer, in press); The older

children Were not tied to the specific stories, doIls, and objectS used
.

in the-modeling, and-they thus' showed more'variation.
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Second, the age changes in preferences may reject the increasing

complexity of free play itself._ Based on the increased freedom in

J.epresentations, as age increases children's spontaneous pretending may

be used more and more for working out conflict and -points_of_confusion_

in their immediate social. environment that have-little to do with mastery

of the complexities that a particular researcher is interested in. In

our studies, children's preferences for challenge ma have existed-still,:

but dynamic-and affective concerns may have been more compelling for the

,

older-children than the role relations that we-were trying to assess, One-

chil4, for example, cIearIy,showed the zbility to understand role inter-

sections but in free-play.used only behavioral roles. Yet, her stories

consisted of complex chains of. behaviors. concerning child birth. Upon

later. questioning, she mentioned that she wiTexcited'about a neighbpr tho

was going to the hoiiiitilto-have a baby. She may well have preferred an

.optimaloptimal challenge in her-concern with child birth but certainly not in the

-structure of role relations= In play a-child may drop back to already

mastered tasks at.one level in order to shift focus to challenges in some

other content area at another Ivel. In other words, in -any, particular

_study, the researcher may not be tapping the area of interest to the child
_ . ,

at that time. Assessinethe area of. challenge becomes a much _more iffir

cult task as Fhildran get'older and_haVe more-freedamto cboose.;-their,be--

:haitiors.- This problem again illustrates why children's forced ch-ciices

preselected-and limited alternatives are not vaIid.measures of actual pref-
.

.

erenCes.-

Thirds,. because-of changes in the functions of play, older children imay

simply not prefer challenges_or seek mastery:in free-play situations where

ey prev;o.lsly'did as younger children. Play may be:used more and more
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as: an escape or rest frtm the demam ,... placedupon them in school and

other situations... Erikson(1963), or example, discussed such changing

. . .

:functions of play as peopleget olaer.- many adults seeiLto..

___recognire_that-little adult. play is used for mastery attempts. Rather,

the escape function seems to increase with age. Many researchers think

that even for children there are times that they prefer to, process fa-

miliar and already comprehensible information or tasks rather than tasks

that test the limits of their capabilities IFIavel, 1977).
.

: .

f.
_

A fourth reason-provides a synthesis of the reasonSidiscusse&al-

ready. A high leVel of competence stems to includelan efficient choice

of when to mee.:. a challenge and tax one's skills and when -to save one's

energy and allow challenges to lemieg- It does not seem especially

adaptive for an individual- to a1i process information and act j.n a way

that requires a maximum output ofenergy and effort. Competence may re-:

quir picking-and choosing between:cUfficult tasks. The development of the

'ability to choose and the development of an escape may allow such

'competence to increase.

In several studies -of competence motivation and perceiiPed competence,

_variation.was found in what was defincfl as optimal challenge (Harter, 1975),
.0 -

and children were found to show simultaneously different levels.Ofcempe--

tence in different skill-domains 1Harrer, 1978a, in press; Minton, rote 2).1

In-descrbing the changes in cognitive skills.in adulthomdLabouvie-Vief.

(Note 3) concluded that adaptation by its very nature involves atrade-off

of specialiied adaptation in one-ccintext-at the. expense of failure to

.

adapt in another. .True competence, then, requires some degree of speciaIi.--- .-

zatincr -and certainlyafreedom from every littlt situational-demand that

.
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arises; As Sroufe (1979) has argued, only by viewing a child's total

functioning can investigators assess the child's adaptability and coherence_ .

The concluding point of this discussion is that a preference for

optimal cognitive challenge may not be an adequate or useful reflection

(i.e., operational definition) of competence motivation; even when .it is

adequately assessed, especially in older preschoolers. Competence-motiva=

. tion may or may not include preferences for challenge in any particular

task, and-it seems highly unlikely that any researcher couln control a

child's entire repertoire to.the extent necessary to know if the child_pre-
--

ferred an optimal challenge. While this conclusion seems laced with pes-
_

simism, this problem nevertheless exists. In any case, a slight shift in

our view of what competence is, in relation to competence motivation;

could lead to a greater understanding of its development.
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Table 1 .

Combined Sequence of Agent Use and Social Role Concepts-7in

.

Experiments 1 through 3

stio . Skill Modeled Behavior

1; : Self as Agent

from an empty cup,

Passive Other Agent Experimenter feeds doll'.with cup.

3. Passive Substitute Agent Experimenter feeds block that is

substituted for a person or d611-

4. Active Other Agent' Experimenter pretends that a doll

picks up cup and. drink's as if. it

were actdally"carrying out the

action.

Behavioral Role Experimenter pretendsAhat'a doc=

tor=doll uses-a therMometer and

otolaryngoscope and thus acts as.

a docto=

'6. social Role
=

Experimenter' pretends that a doc-
.

4
-

tor-doll interacts.with and ex

7. "Social Role with Two

Complementary Roles-
.

,

amines .a patient -doll- who ,is sick

Experimenter pretends that a doc-=

tor=doll_appropriately interacts

with a patient -doll and a nurse-

doll. All dolls respond apiropri-

atelrto each other;
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Experlmenter pretends that'a

doll-is simultaneo iy both a

doctor and a father for another

_

doll who is simultaneously both

his patient and daughter. Both

dells respond appropriately in

their roles.

Intersection of Social --,Experimenter protenas that a

.

Roles with. Multiple Com- dol IS siiultaneously a doctor,.

plementary Roles father; and hbOand.for oneAoll

yho is his patient and daughter'

and for another doll who is the
.

patient's mother and the doctor's

wife. All dolls respond appiopri-:

ately in all roles.

Note: For details of sequence, see Watson & Fischer (1977, in press)_

7
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Table2

Mean Highest,Step Demonstrated by Children-

at each Age in Experiment_2

tonditicm 11/2

3.5

3.5

Agea

4.9

4.8

(in years)

41/2

5.9

5;6

7.2

71/2

9.0

7;2'

Assessment

Free Play


